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About BIESSE 

Biesse group is a Italy company, since 1969, 

it has designed, manufactured and marketed a 

comprehensive range of technologies and 

solutions for joiners and large furniture, windows, 

doors and wood building components 

manufacturers.

After 50 years of innovation and technology with 

an irrepressible focus on the future. BIESSE offers 

a comprehensive range of technologies and 

solutions for joiners and large furniture, windows, 

doors and timber building components 

manufacturers.
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Biesse machine now is 

all over the world as a 

top quality company 

image, but how about 

the spares and 

replacement parts for 

Biesse machines?

 

 

 

No matter how well made your CNC or 

machine is eventually something will 

break. Keeping spare parts on hand for 

your woodworking machines can save 

you a lot of machine downtime and a lot 

of headaches.

 

 

We in RicoCNC-one stop shop for CNC 

and woodworking machines know that 

time is money, so we strive every day to 

provide our clients with all the necessary 

components and spare parts in the 

shortest timeframe possible.
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RicoCNC 
supplies a range of spare parts for Biesse CNC center and 

edgebanders, here is the high quality Biesse replacement parts 

below:

A, CNC replacement parts for NC processing center

ROVER K SMART, ROVER A 12/15, ROVER A SMART, ROVER A 

14/16, ROVER M5, ROVER B, ROVER C, EXCEL and ROVER A 

EDGE
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1.HSK63F and ISO30 

tool holder forks
 

Made of imported USA Dupont white plastic 

material, high quality, reinforced and anti-

explosion, long lifetime.

Alloy steel block casting inside, reinforced 

structure, has high loading capacity, also with steel 

positioning pins.
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2.HSK63F and ISO30 

tool holders
 

 

Made of 20CrMnTi, balanced to 

30,000rpm, G2.5

 



3.CNC vacuum 

suction pods
Full size, half size and 1/3 size available 

in three different heights: 29mm, 

48mm and 74mm.

4.Valve insert, 

locating ring and 

gasket for biesse 

vacuum pods
 



Spare and replacement parts for edge banding machine

AKRON 1100, JADE 200, JADE 300, AKRON 1300, AKRON 1400, 

STREAM A, STREAM B, STREAM B MDS

5.BIESSE EDGEBANDER 

PRESSURE ROLLERS

Normal pressure rollers and high 

temperature heat resisting wheels.

Size: 60x8x24mm, 48x8x24mm, 48x8x12mm

6.BIESSE EDGE BANDER 

TRACKING CHAIN PADS.

80x62mm conveyor chain pads

 



Panel support beam 

roller wheels for 

Biesse edgebanding 

machine
OD25mm*ID3mm *Length (Width) 

24mm

Buffing polishing 

cloth wheel without 

inner ring for Biesse 

edge-bander
Size: 150x50x20mm, 150x55x20mm
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